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Abstract: Previous literature has compared the performance of existing ground point classification
(GPC) techniques on airborne LiDAR (ALS) data (LiDAR—light detection and ranging); however,
their performance when applied to terrestrial LiDAR (TLS) data has not yet been addressed.
This research tested the classification accuracy of five openly-available GPC algorithms on seven TLS
datasets: Zhang et al.’s inverted cloth simulation (CSF), Kraus and Pfeiffer’s hierarchical weighted
robust interpolation classifier (HWRI), Axelsson’s progressive TIN densification filter (TIN), Evans
and Hudak’s multiscale curvature classification (MCC), and Vosselman’s modified slope-based filter
(MSBF). Classification performance was analyzed using the kappa index of agreement (KIA) and
rasterized spatial distribution of classification accuracy datasets generated through comparisons with
manually classified reference datasets. The results identified a decrease in classification accuracy for
the CSF and HWRI classification of low vegetation, for the HWRI and MCC classifications of variably
sloped terrain, for the HWRI and TIN classifications of low outlier points, and for the TIN and MSBF
classifications of off-terrain (OT) points without any ground points beneath. Additionally, the results
show that while no single algorithm was suitable for use on all datasets containing varying terrain
characteristics and OT object types, in general, a mathematical-morphology/slope-based method
outperformed other methods, reporting a kappa score of 0.902.

Keywords: LiDAR; terrestrial LiDAR (TLS); ground point classification (GPC); ground point filter;
ground point separation; point cloud classification

1. Introduction

Raw light detection and ranging (LiDAR) data is represented in a 3D point cloud where each
point represents the return of a laser pulse from a reflected surface, be it the ground or any off-terrain
(OT) objects situated between the sensor and the ground [1]. Common OT objects include trees, crops,
utility infrastructures, and built objects like buildings. Importantly, airborne LiDAR systems provide
comprehensive ground coverage, even under dense forest canopy [2]. Due to the high sampling rate
and relatively small laser footprint size, beams can often penetrate through the canopy to reach the
sub-canopy and ground surface beneath [3,4].

While initially developed for military applications in the 1960s, commercially available LiDAR
sensors have been available since the 1990s. In recent years, reductions in both scanner cost and size
has enabled many new applications [5]. In forestry science, LiDAR data has been used for tree and
crown height measurements [6] and large-scale biomass estimates [7]. For archeological purposes,
LiDAR can be used to characterize the ground surface with centimeter-level vertical accuracy [8,9].
For hazards mapping, LiDAR can be used to predict areas prone to landslide [10,11], which can be
further utilized for safety assessments for proposed pipeline segments [12]. For route planning, LiDAR
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can also be used for pedestrian pathfinding to ensure route accessibility in urban environments [13].
Given this wide range of applications, different LiDAR data collection platforms are often required.

Platforms for LiDAR data collection include terrestrial laser scanners (TLS) (e.g., static
LiDAR-mounted tripods), mobile laser scanners (MLS) (e.g., mobile mapping vehicles), and airborne
laser scanners (ALS) (e.g., aircrafts and unpiloted aerial vehicles (UAV)), and to a lesser extent, orbital
platforms [14–16]. Each collection platform has a unique associated scanner orientation, scan angle,
point spacing, and laser footprint size, resulting in differences in their collected data [14–20]. ALS data
typically exhibits an even point density distribution [19,21], a well-defined ground surface, a point
spacing of roughly 0.5 m [22], and a laser footprint size of 10 cm–25 m [23]. Notably, a laser footprint size
this large enables the collection of multiple returned points from a single laser pulse [24]. Comparatively,
TLS data exhibits a variable point density distribution [19], a relatively large amount of ground surface
noise [25,26], a minimum point spacing of <1 mm [27], and a laser footprint size of roughly 3.5–18 mm
at the time of exit [27,28]. Although some long-range TLS can still collect multiple returned points from
a single emitted pulse, they are typically only collected far away from the scanner once the beam has
diverged to an extent that it is likely to intersect multiple surfaces.

Ground-point classification (GPC) is a process that automatically classifies each point as either
a ground point or an OT point, and these differences in data collection methods create several unique
challenges when performing the GPC of TLS data. In ALS data, it can be assumed that any first or
intermediate point return will belong to an OT object [29], and many GPC algorithms take advantage of
this assumption by implementing an initial first pass classification to classify all first and intermediate
returns as OT objects [30]. This same assumption about return order and vertical position does not
hold for long-range TLS scanners with multi-return capability. Given the ground-level orientation and
increasingly oblique angle of the emitted laser pulse from TLS, first, intermediate, and last returns
have the same likelihood of being surface or OT returns. Furthermore, the relatively higher resolution
data provided by TLS creates a distinctly noisy ground surface caused by short ground vegetation like
grass [25,26]. It is often the case that OT points in TLS datasets are captured without ground-points
beneath, e.g., where the top of a distant OT object is visible above a nearer object or ridge that
obscures the ground surface on which the distant object is situated. This is problematic for many GPC
methods, particularly TIN and slope-based methods, that rely on selecting the lowest elevations in
local neighborhoods as ground-points [31,32].

Inaccuracies in the GPC of a LiDAR point cloud can lead to further inaccuracies in the digital
elevation models (DEM) interpolated from these data and to the propagation of errors during
subsequent analyses [33,34]. Reviews of ALS GPC performed by Sithole and Vosselman [35] and
Meng et al. [36] have concluded that in general, surface-based classifiers are the most accurate. However,
no comparative review of GPC algorithms has been performed for TLS data specifically, as existing
methods were developed for use on ALS datasets. Because of this, practitioners and researchers that
utilize TLS data are relying on recommendations for GPC methods that have been derived from
research focused on the point classification of ALS data. However, due to the uniqueness of each
collection platform, recommendations based on the results from one collection platform may not
necessarily translate to other LiDAR collection platforms.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the performance of ALS-designed GPC techniques on
TLS data. This will be achieved by testing five openly-available, ALS-designed GPC algorithms on
seven TLS datasets containing a range of topographic characteristics and OT objects. Classification
accuracy will be assessed based on the results of statistical analysis comparing the agreement between
the classification results of each algorithm and manually classified reference datasets, as well as by
visual analysis of areas of disagreement between the two datasets to identify specific terrain and object
characteristics where the classifiers are most likely to fail.
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2. General Approaches to GPC

GPC creates two subsets of points from the initial point cloud, one containing the points belonging
to the ground surface, and one containing the points belonging to objects on or above the ground surface.
Subsequently, the classified ground points can be interpolated to create a bare-earth DEM. Bare-earth
DEMs are often used for the characterization of the ground surface beneath dense forest cover for
applications like headwater stream [37] and wetland [38] mapping, archeological mapping [9,39],
and historical landslide mapping [11]. Alternatively, the remaining characterized OT objects can
be used for forest inventorying [5], individual tree health assessments [40], solar energy potential
estimates [41], and even remote powerline inspections [42].

Common GPC methods can be broadly categorized as slope-based, mathematical-morphology-
based, surface-based, segmentation-based, and deep-learning-based [35,43]. Slope-based GPC
methods [44–46] assume that within a local neighborhood, variations in terrain slope will be gradual,
whereas the change in slope between the ground and an OT object will be comparably higher. Points are
classified using inter-point slope and height values as the determining parameters; a minimum
inter-point slope threshold is set, and when the slope connecting any two points exceeds this value,
the higher elevation point is classified as an OT point.

Mathematical-morphology-based classifiers [47–50] classify points by performing a series of
erosion and dilation operations, which adjust point elevations based on height differences with local
minima or maxima [47]. The two basic mathematical morphology operations of erosion and dilation
are commonly used in conjunction to perform opening (erosion followed by a dilation), closing
(dilation followed by an erosion), or white top-hat (subtracting the opening surface from the DEM)
operations [47]. These methods are sometimes combined with other approaches, most commonly
slope-based GPC methods.

Surface-based classifiers iteratively approximate the ground surface by classifying ground points
based on a modelled 3D buffer zone placed around local neighborhood minima points within the
parametric surface [35]. Importantly, unlike slope- and mathematical-morphology-based classifiers,
which aim to identify and remove OT points from the dataset, surface-based classifiers aim to iteratively
approximate the ground surface by identify ground points within the dataset. There are three types
of surface classifiers, including interpolation, triangulated irregular network (TIN), and active shape
modelling [35,36]. Interpolation-based classifiers [51–53] iteratively densify initially selected ground
points to gradually create a surface that represents the actual ground surface [43]. TIN-based classifiers,
like that by Axelsson [54], begin by creating an initial sparse TIN using neighborhood minima points;
points are then progressively added into the TIN if they meet user-defined slope and distance thresholds.
Active shape models [55,56] float a membrane up toward the surface of a point cloud that clings to
ground surface points; user-defined cloth rigidity and resolution parameters determine which points
are clung to when creating the final surface.

Segmentation-based classifiers [57–60] typically cluster points together either by (1) clustering
points that can be fit to the same modeled pane, or (2) using a region growing technique [21].
It is assumed that any points that cluster above the minimum elevation cluster within its neighborhood
are OT points [35].

Deep-learning-based GPC approaches perform semantic segmentation using a neural network
of classified point clouds [61]. Early approaches like that of Maturana and Scherer [62] first required
that the point cloud data be transformed into regular 3D voxel grids. However, this was found to
render the data into an unnecessarily large form, as well as introduce error into the datasets. Following
this, Qi et al. [61] developed PointNet, an approach that directly uses the 3D point cloud format as
its input and eliminates the need to voxelize the data. Further work by Qi et al. [63] saw the creation
of the PointNet++ network, which utilizes a multiscale approach to classify the data. While initial
applications of PointNet were largely indoor settings for object classification, more recent applications
have seen this approach applied to large-extent ALS point clouds [64] and road scenes [65].
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3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Data Collection

Following the guidelines for the testing of GPC algorithms suggested by Meng et al. [36], datasets
exhibiting a range of topographic characteristics and OT objects were collected. Seven datasets with
a range of slopes, elevations, object sizes, object densities, and surface coverings were collected around
Guelph, Canada, and the surrounding area. These features were chosen because previous research
has identified them as being inherently difficult to classify [35,36]. TLS data were collected using
a multi-scan approach to reduce the effects of shadowing within the data and to provide a more complete
coverage of the ground and OT objects. Scans were taken at different vantage points across each site
and joined together using Leica’s Cyclone software (version 9.0, Leica, St. Gallen, Switzerland). Table 1
provides detailed descriptions of site characteristics. Figure 1 shows the seven datasets prior to GPC.
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Figure 1. Point cloud heightmaps for the unclassified very low corn (A), low corn (B), medium corn
(C), high corn (D), vegetated (E), garden (F), and road (G) study sites.

The very low corn (Figure 1A), low corn (Figure 1B), medium corn (Figure 1C), and high corn
(Figure 1D) sites scans were taken progressively throughout the corn growing season at the same
cornfield located in Guelph, Canada. Scans were taken from atop a raised embankment on the southern
side of the front field margin scanning out toward the northern side. The site dimensions were roughly
93 m × 28 m, with point heights ranging from 0–0.20 m in the very low corn site, 0–0.60 m in the low
corn site, 0–1.05 m in the medium corn site, and 0–1.95 m in the high corn site. The vegetated site
(Figure 1E) scans were taken at a variably sloped forest outside of Guelph, Canada. The site dimensions
were roughly 50 m × 172 m, with point heights ranging from 0–27 m. The garden site (Figure 1F)
scans were taken at a circular garden at the University of Guelph, Canada. The site had a diameter of
roughly 27 m and point heights ranging from 0–8 m. The road site (Figure 1G) scans were taken from
the side of a road in Guelph, Canada. The site dimensions were roughly 14 m × 121 m, with point
heights ranging from 0–14 m.
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Table 1. Table outlining the terrain and object characteristics of interest for each of the seven study sites.

Site Points Ground Points Scan Stations Collection Date Features of Interest Description

Very Low Corn 3,952,556 3,106,751 2 Early June 2018 Corn in V3–V4 growing
stage (≈20 cm tall)

Cornfield with tillage mounds and moderate
spacing between corn stalks. Field length is

≈30 m (Figure 1A).

Low Corn 3,984,512 733,948 2 Late June 2018 Corn in V8 growing stage
(≈60 cm tall)

Cornfield with tillage mounds and some spacing
between corn stalks; good ground point coverage
with decreasing density starting at around 14 m

from the front (Figure 1B).

Medium Corn 3,887,769 256,087 2 Early July 2018 Corn in V11–V12 growing
stage (≈105 cm tall)

Cornfield with tillage mounds and little spacing
between corn stalks; steep decline in ground point
density around 2–4 m from front. Ground-points

extend to a maximum of ≈14 m into the field
(Figure 1C).

High Corn 3,214,862 268,528 2 Late July 2018 Corn in V15 growing
stage (≈195 cm tall)

Cornfield with tillage mounds and little-to-no
spacing between corn stalks; steep decline in

ground point coverage 2–4 m from front.
Ground-points extend to a maximum of 4–6 m

into field (Figure 1D).

Vegetated 14,675,135 3,445,976 3 June 2014

Steep vegetated slope,
ravine running down
centre, standing and

fallen vegetation

Forested area with scans taken from within
a ravine. Towards the sides of the dataset many

OT points reflected off trees are collected without
ground points captured beneath. This is the most

complex of the test datasets, both in terms of
terrain and OT objects (Figure 1E).

Garden 11,895,573 2,804,269 4 June 2018
Drained fountain with

flat sides, low-point
outliers, benches

A circular formal garden enclosed by dense
shrubbery. In the centre is a drained fountain.

Beneath the fountain are low-point outliers
(Figure 1F).

Road 6,624,074 6,012,870 2 June 2018 Utility poles, cable
barriers, embankment

Road with an embankment lined with fences,
roadside cable barriers, and utility poles

(Figure 1G).
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Data collection was completed using a Leica C10 ScanStation (Leica, Heerbrugg, Switzerland).
This is a mid-range (300 m maximum) TLS with a scan rate capable of collecting up to 50,000 points
per second with a 60 µrad × 60 µrad angular accuracy [27]. Scans were collected with a full 360◦

horizontal and 270◦ vertical field of view using a pulsed laser in the visible wavelength of 542 nm
(green). At a range of 1–50 m, points are collected with a 6 mm positional accuracy and a 4 mm distance
accuracy [27].

3.2. Data Reduction

TLS data frequently exhibit an extremely variable point density. Point density is generally low
or moderate towards the outer portions of a scanned area but can be extremely high in the areas
immediately adjacent to the scan stations [66]. Through careful planning of the number and placement
of scan stations, it is possible to reduce the degree to which point density variability occurs. Multiple
scans can then be joined together to decrease point density variability in the central area of the scans;
however, point density will still be quite variable nearing and within the periphery of the datasets.
Additionally, it is not unusual for a large proportion of the points in a TLS dataset to lie within this
oversampled region a few meters distance surrounding each scan station. Therefore, prior to GPC,
areas of extremely high point density were thinned from the sample datasets using a voxel-based data
reduction method. This pre-processing step allowed for the GPC algorithms to be tested without the
computational burden of having to process the oversampled ground surrounding each of the scan
stations. The data reduction method worked by partitioning space into regular cube voxels (with 0.25 m
sides), identifying voxels with point densities greater than an allowable maximum (10,000 points/m3),
and then thinning the voxel points by removing every nth point, where n was calculated to yield the
maximum allowable density. Notably, this voxel-based data reduction approach had the advantages
of: (1) not affecting areas with data densities lower than the threshold, and (2) better preserving OT
objects than alternative 2D gridding-based methods (note that 2D cells containing OT objects have
high point densities and will therefore disproportionately thin OT points, which would be unsuitable
for this study).

3.3. Evaluated GPC Algorithms

For this study five publicly available GPC algorithms were tested on collected TLS data.
These algorithms were selected because of their open availability to researchers and practitioners alike.
Table 2 outlines the broad methods used by each algorithm. A detailed description of each algorithm
can be found below.

Table 2. A broad description of the ground point identification concepts used by each of the
tested algorithms.

Tested Algorithm Broad Classification Concept

Zhang et al. [56] Surface/active shape model
Kraus and Pfeiffer [67] Surface/interpolation

Axelsson [54] Surface/TIN
Evans and Hudak [52] Surface/interpolation

Vosselman [44] Mathematical morphology/slope

3.3.1. Zhang et al.’s Inverted Cloth Simulation (CSF)

The CSF classifier is a surface-based active shape model classifier that can be visualized as a cloth
falling down onto an inverted point cloud and clinging to ground-points. The cloth resolution is
first set to determine the distance between each cloth particle node. The shape of the cloth is then
determined by a three-step process including both external (gravity) and internal (cloth rigidity)
forces [56]. Throughout this process, cloth particles are set as either movable or immovable as their
locations are finalized. The first step only considers the force of gravity as the cloth falls down onto the
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inverted surface. However, due to the displacement caused by gravity some cloth particles may end up
below the ground surface. These particles are set as movable. The second step identifies these particles
that have fallen below the ground surface and raises them up to the ground surface. These points
are then set as immovable. The third step considers the internal forces of the cloth like rigidity and
adjusts any remaining particles accordingly based on neighboring particle interactions. Points are
then identified as ground if they fall within a set threshold distance from the calculated cloth surface.
This process iterates until either the maximum set number of iterations is exceeded, or all points lie
within the set ground threshold distance [56]. A more detailed description of this algorithm can be
found in Zhang et al. [56]. This classifier was implemented in the CloudCompare software package
(version 2.9.1, Télécom ParisTech, France).

3.3.2. Kraus and Pfeiffer’s Hierarchical-Weighted Robust Interpolation Classifier (HWRI)

This is a surface-based classifier that interpolates the ground surface using weighted linear
prediction. The process is iterative and first calculates a rough ground surface approximation giving
equal weights to all points. This initial approximation lies somewhere between the ground surface
and OT objects. The residuals of each point in relation to the initial approximate ground surface are
then calculated. It is assumed that ground points will be below the surface and will have negative
residuals, and OT points will lie above the surface and will have positive residuals. These residuals
are then used to compute weights for each point height measurement and are put into a weighted
function that assigns larger weights to negative values (ground points), and smaller weights to positive
values (OT points) [67]. This is an iterative process that updates the modelled ground surface after each
iteration. The intermediate ground surface is completed once the user-defined number of iterations
have completed. All points that then lie within the boundaries of the defined g (lower limit point
boundary) and w (upper limit point boundary) parameter values are classified as ground points.
A more detailed description of this algorithm can be found in Kraus and Pfeiffer [67]. This classifier
was implemented in the FUSION/LDV LiDAR analysis software package (version 3.8, USDA Forest
Service, Corvallis, United States).

3.3.3. Axelsson’s Progressive TIN Densification Filter (TIN)

The progressive TIN densification classifier is a surface-based classifier that begins by selecting
neighborhood minima as seed points to create an initial sparse TIN [54]. Points are then added to
the TIN through an iterative densification process that adds points if they fall below two defined
thresholds: points must be below a determined distance range to the nearest triangle facet and
below an angular threshold to the nearest triangle node [54]. Histograms are then derived from
the distance and angular values of each point added to the TIN. The parameter threshold values
for inclusion in the TIN are updated after each iteration using the median histogram values of
the previously added points [54]. A more detailed description of this algorithm can be found in
Axelsson [54]. This classifier was implemented in the LAStools software package (version 180731,
rapidlasso GmbH, Gilching, Germany).

3.3.4. Evans and Hudak’s Multiscale Curvature Classification (MCC)

MCC is a surface-based classifier that gradually interpolates the ground surface by classifying
points as OT objects if they surpass a user defined curvature threshold value calculated from an
interpolated thin-plate spline surface. This is a multiscale approach that implements a user-defined
scale parameter [52]. The curvature threshold for removal is also increased as it progresses to each new
scale. Iterations continue for each scale until the remaining returns being classified as ground reach <1%,
<0.1%, and <0.01% for each of the three scales, respectively [52]. A more detailed description of this
algorithm can be found in Evans and Hudak [52]. This classifier was implemented in the MCC-LiDAR
command line software application (version 2.1, U.S. Forest Service, Fort Collins, United States).
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3.3.5. Vosselman’s Modified Slope-Based Filter (MSBF)

The MSBF is a mathematical-morphology-based/slope-based classifier that first implements
a white top-hat transform to normalize initial differences in ground elevation. A minimum inter-point
slope threshold is then set, and any point whose angle to the nearest point exceeds this value is excluded
from the ground surface. While most slope-based classifiers now use a variable inter-point slope
value for point classification, the initial ground surface normalization performed by the white top-hat
transform allows for the use of a single constant inter-point slope value. An additional inter-point
height threshold is set to exclude points greatly above others in its neighborhood. A more detailed
description of this algorithm can be found in Vosselman [44]. This algorithm was implemented in the
WhiteboxTools software package (version 0.15, University of Guelph, Canada).

3.3.6. Selection of Techniques to be Evaluated

Four surface-based methods were selected for testing and only one slope-based/mathematical-
morphology based method. While no segmentation-based methods were included in this comparison,
segmentation-based GPC techniques typically do not handle the classification of uneven point density
well [68] and would likely not be well suited for the classification of areas of low point density inherent
of the periphery of TLS datasets. Four surface-based methods were considered as the diversity between
the way surface-based GPC methods operate is quite high. These four algorithms were chosen as
they are representative of the three subcategories of surface-based classifiers (interpolation, TIN,
and active shape model). Conversely, only one slope-based/mathematical morphology-based method
was considered for testing as there is less variability in the way that slope-based methods operate.
One of the only major variations between different slope-based methods is in the way that they
determine their inter-point slope threshold. This is typically done either by using a constant inter-point
slope threshold, or a variable inter-point slope threshold that increases as the distance to the point
increases. The MSBF method implements a constant slope threshold but differentiates itself from other
slope-based methods by implementing an initial white top-hat transform on the data that normalizes
the elevation values of the underlying terrain. Rather than implementing a variable slope threshold
and modifying the slope threshold between points, the MSBF method modifies the initial ground
elevation to allow for a single slope threshold to be applied to the entire dataset.

3.4. Algorithm Optimization and Accuracy Assessment

There are four possible outcomes when performing GPC on LiDAR data. The first is to
correctly classify an OT point (true positive, TP); the second is to correctly classify a ground point
(true negative, TN); the third is to incorrectly classify a ground point as an OT point (false positive, FP);
and the fourth is to incorrectly classify an OT point as a ground point (false negative, FN) [69]. To optimize
the classification accuracy of each algorithm, comparisons were made between the automatically
classified point clouds and manually classified reference datasets on a point-by-point basis. Reference
datasets were created using the LAStools software package to visualize each dataset and manually
classify each point as belonging to either the ground surface or an OT object. These reference datasets
are available online at: https://sourceforge.net/projects/terrestrial-lidar-ref-datasets/files//?upload_just_
completed=true.

The parameters of each GPC algorithm were adjusted to maximize their agreement with the
reference data sets and then comparisons were made between the performances of these optimally
classified datasets. Algorithm optimization was performed using the F1 statistic as a measure of
algorithm performance. The F1 statistic calculates the harmonic mean of the precision and recall of
the classification results. Precision is the ratio of correctly classified OT points to the total number of
classified OT points; recall is the ratio of correctly classified OT points to the total number of actual OT
points. In other words, these metrics measure the completeness (recall) and the correctness (precision)
of the classification (e.g., a GPC algorithm that reported all points as OT points would have a recall of

https://sourceforge.net/projects/terrestrial-lidar-ref-datasets/files//?upload_just_completed =true
https://sourceforge.net/projects/terrestrial-lidar-ref-datasets/files//?upload_just_completed =true
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1, but a low precision as all ground points would be misclassified). Mathematically the F1 statistic can
be expressed as:

F1= 2
Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall

(1)

where precision is obtained using:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(2)

and recall is obtained using:

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(3)

The F1 score ranges between 0 (poor classification performance) to 1 (perfect precision and recall).
This metric places a higher level of importance on the correct classification of OT points (TP) and
does not consider the correct classification of ground points (TN), except by extension (i.e., if the
classification accuracy of OT points is low, ground points must also be poorly classified).

While the algorithm optimization was performed using the F1 score, the F1 score can be difficult to
interpret across multiple datasets with differing numbers of ground points, OT points, and total points.
As such, classification accuracy was assessed using the kappa index of agreement (KIA). The KIA is
a measure of inter-rate agreement between qualitative items and is often considered a more robust
measure of agreement than simple overall accuracy (i.e., percent correctly classified) as it considers the
possibility of agreement occurring by chance [70]. Mathematically, the KIA can be expressed as:

Kappa =
Po − Pe

1 − Pe
= 1 −

1 − Po

1 − Pe
(4)

where Po refers to the relative observed agreement among raters and Pe refers to the hypothetical
possibility of agreement occurring by chance. A kappa score of 1.0 indicates a perfect classification and
a kappa score of 0.0 indicates that the classification result is no better than what would be expected
by chance. KIA can yield values less than 0.0 when the classifier performs poorer than random class
assignment [71]. Additionally, the spatial distribution of classification accuracy was mapped to allow
for visual inspection of the spatial context of algorithm performance, i.e., to identify specific areas
within each site where classifiers performed well or poorly. For the very low corn, low corn, medium
corn, and high corn datasets, the ground surface classified by each algorithm was subtracted from the
reference dataset ground surface to observe height differences in their classified ground surfaces and
the spatial distribution of these differences. For the vegetated, garden, and road datasets, the spatial
accuracy was assessed using simple point classification agreement between each classified dataset and
the references dataset.

4. Results

4.1. Overall Results

The overall accuracy (represented by the KIA) of the GPC algorithm performance provides
useful information on the intra-site robustness of each algorithm regarding the range of features and
topographic variations than can be handled within each site. The average and standard deviation of
these values provides additional insight into the inter-site robustness of each algorithm regarding its
performance across multiple sites with a range of topographic features and objects. Table 3 reports the
kappa scores for each of the five tested GPC algorithms on each of the seven sites, and Table 4 reports
the associated FP, FN, and total error (TE). TE refers to the combined number of FP and FN error points
divided by the total number of points in the dataset.
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Table 3. Ground point classification kappa results for all sites. The highest kappa score for each site
is bolded.

Algorithm Very Low
Corn

Low
Corn

Medium
Corn

High
Corn Vegetated Garden Road Average Std.

Dev.

CSF 0.564 0.821 0.822 0.844 0.844 0.812 0.862 0.796 0.096
HWRI 0.577 0.912 0.920 0.903 0.662 0.873 0.839 0.812 0.127

TIN 0.911 0.958 0.918 0.922 0.818 0.934 0.722 0.883 0.077
MCC 0.876 0.904 0.835 0.872 0.776 0.884 0.899 0.864 0.041
MSBF 0.914 0.953 0.944 0.941 0.842 0.864 0.856 0.902 0.043

Table 4. The % false positive (FP), % false negative (FN), and % total error for all sites.

Site Error Type CSF HWRI TIN MCC MSBF

Very Low
Corn

FP 4.74 0.03 1.85 2.98 1.46
FN 44.34 53.49 7.11 8.71 7.95
TE 13.22 11.47 2.97 4.21 2.85

Low Corn
FP 14.77 0.28 2.46 11.26 1.44
FN 3.25 3.37 1.00 0.90 1.43
TE 5.37 2.80 1.27 2.81 1.43

Medium
Corn

FP 5.53 5.08 6.94 18.88 3.46
FN 2.24 0.73 0.60 0.77 0.51
TE 2.46 1.01 1.01 1.96 0.70

High Corn
FP 5.64 3.33 5.29 11.02 1.73
FN 2.33 1.41 0.84 1.16 0.87
TE 2.61 1.57 1.22 1.98 0.94

Vegetated
FP 5.35 24.09 12.29 21.15 16.60
FN 6.05 8.69 4.86 3.70 2.07
TE 5.89 12.31 6.60 7.80 5.49

Garden
FP 16.97 9.09 6.04 13.40 16.71
FN 3.47 3.20 1.23 1.15 0.98
TE 6.65 4.59 2.36 4.04 4.69

Road
FP 0.34 0.36 1.57 1.12 0.74
FN 19.90 23.11 31.43 9.29 17.63
TE 2.14 2.46 4.32 1.87 2.30

The data in Tables 3 and 4 were used to assess the overall GPC accuracy of the five tested
algorithms on all seven datasets. The performance of the CSF classifier was relatively varied among
the tested sites. Classification was performed poorly on the very low corn site, reporting a kappa
score of 0.564. In particular, a large number of FN errors indicated an overrepresented ground surface
(Table 4). Classification accuracy increased for the low, medium, and high corn sites; however, the CSF
classifier still yielded the lowest kappa scores for the four corn sites. Conversely, the CSF classifier
outperformed all other classifiers on the vegetated site, where both FP and FN errors remained low
and a kappa score of 0.844 was achieved. The classification accuracy of the garden site was relatively
low, reporting a kappa score of 0.812, the lowest overall for the site. The classification accuracy of the
road site was relatively high, yielding a kappa score of 0.862, the second highest overall for the site.
The CSF classifier reported the lowest overall average kappa score of 0.796.

The HWRI classifier performed poorly on the very low corn site, reporting a kappa score of
0.577. The FP error was relatively low for this site, indicating that nearly all the OT points were
correctly classified. However, FN error was also high for this site, indicating that a large portion of
ground points were also classified as OT points (Table 4). Classification accuracy increased for the
low, medium, and high corn sites and the sites were classified well. Classification of the vegetated site
demonstrated poor performance, with a kappa score of 0.662, which was the lowest for the site. The
HWRI method yielded relatively accurate classifications of the garden and road sites, with the third
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highest kappa score among tested methods on the garden site, and the fourth highest kappa score
among the tested methods on the road site. Overall, this classifier reported the second lowest average
kappa score of 0.812 accompanied by a relatively high standard deviation of 0.127, indicating a highly
variable classification performance with differing site characteristics.

The TIN classifier performed well on all four of the corn sites, reaching a peak classification
accuracy at the low corn site with a kappa score of 0.958, the highest for the site. Classification accuracy
was moderately high on the vegetated site, reporting a kappa score of 0.818, which was marginally
lower than top-performing classification accuracy for the site of 0.844, reported by the CSF classifier.
The TIN classifier also performed the best of all the tested methods on the garden site, reporting
a kappa score of 0.934. However, the road site was classified relatively poorly by the TIN method,
reporting a kappa score of 0.772, the lowest for the site. This resulted from an elevated occurrence of
FP errors (Table 4), indicating a tendency to misclassify OT points as ground. On average, this classifier
reported the second highest accuracy, with an average kappa score of 0.883.

The MCC classifier performed well on the low corn site, reporting a kappa score of 0.904,
and performed moderately well on the very low, medium, and high corn sites. Classification accuracy
was poor for the vegetated site, reporting a kappa score of 0.776, the second lowest for the site. This poor
performance resulted from an abundance of FP errors at this site (Table 4). However, the MCC classifier
performed relatively well on the road site, reporting a kappa score of 0.899, the highest for the site.
On average, this classifier reported the third highest classification accuracy with an average kappa
score of 0.864 and a low variability in performance among the test sites (Table 3).

The MSBF classifier performed well on all four of the corn sites, reporting kappa scores of 0.914,
0.953, 0.944, and 0.941 for the very low, low, medium, and high corn sites, respectively. Of all the
tested algorithms, these were the highest kappa scores for the very low, medium, and high corn sites
(Table 3). Classification accuracy was relatively high for the vegetated site with a kappa score of 0.842,
just slightly lower than that of the CSF (Table 3). However, this classification performance resulted
from a relatively high FP error of 16.5% and a low FN error of 2.07%, indicating an overly liberal
classification of OT points. This classifier also performed moderately well on the garden and road sites,
reporting kappa scores of 0.864 and 0.856, respectively. Overall, this classifier reported the highest
average kappa score and relatively low inter-site variability in classification accuracy (Table 3).

4.2. Spatial Distribution of Algorithm Accuracy

Figures 2–5 show the spatial distribution of algorithm accuracy across each site. Whereas the
overall classification accuracy results gave a sense of the robustness of each algorithm, the spatial
distribution of accuracy throughout each site provided a better indication of the specific topographic
characteristics and OT object types that each classifier was best suited to process. Figure 2 was created
by subtracting the ground surface classified by each algorithm from the reference dataset ground
surface. This shows the elevation differences between the algorithm classified ground surface and
the actual ground surface. High residual values indicate an area of poor performance, and low
residual values indicate an area of good performance. Figures 3–5 were created via comparison,
on a point-by-point basis, of the results of each algorithm classified dataset with the classified reference
dataset. This shows specific areas within each site where the algorithms’ classification of the data
differed from the reference dataset classification. For these figures, a high agreement with the reference
dataset is favorable and indicates good performance by the classifier, and low agreement with the
reference dataset indicates an area of poor performance by the classifier. It should be stressed that
due to the inherent point density distribution variability of TLS data, total point values within each
cell varied substantially throughout each raster. For the Vegetated site in particular, this tended to
overrepresent the TE near the far edges of the dataset, where point density was low, and underrepresent
the TE in the center of the dataset and in the area nearest the scanner, where point density was high.

Figure 2 provides examples of the spatial distribution of the GPC accuracy produced by the very
low corn and high corn sites. The low corn site followed a similar pattern to the very low corn site,
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and the medium corn followed a similar pattern to the high corn site. For the very low corn and low
corn sites, error for the CSF (Figure 2A) and HWRI classifications were distributed throughout the
site following the rows of corn crops as the lowest portions of the crops were frequently misclassified
as ground, resulting in many areas where the classified ground surface lay >0.05 m above the actual
ground surface. Error was minimized for the MSBF (Figure 2B), TIN, and MCC classifications of these
sites as these classifiers classified the low crops relatively well. As the number of ground points
decreased in the medium and high corn sites, OT points were increasingly captured without ground
points beneath them. The CSF (Figure 2C) and HWRI classifiers both handled the classification of these
points relatively well, as the majority of the error was contained to the back of the data where ground
and OT point density became sparse. Conversely, the MSBF (Figure 2D), TIN, and MCC classifiers
frequently misclassified the base of these OT points, creating a false ground >2 m above the actual
ground surface covering most of the site.Remote Sens. 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 22 
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Figure 3 provides examples of the spatial distribution of accuracy for the Vegetated site. The TIN
(Figure 3C), MCC (Figure 3D), and MSBF (Figure 3E) classifiers performed poorly near the edges of the
site where OT points were captured without ground-points beneath. In contrast to this, the HWRI
classifier performed well towards the edges of the site where this phenomenon occurred but performed
poorly in the interior of the site (Figure 3B) where entire ravine ridges and hillsides were eroded
away resulting in large holes in the classified ground data. Error within the CSF classification was
relatively evenly dispersed, providing a good classification of both the edges and the interior of the
site (Figure 3A).
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weighted robust interpolation (B), progressive TIN densification (C), multi curvature classification (D),
and modified slope-based filter (E) for the vegetated site.

Figure 4 shows examples of the spatial distribution of accuracy for the classification of the garden
site. Error throughout this site was largely contained to three areas: the hedges encircling the entire
site, raised flower beds throughout the site, and the pit (drained fountain) in the center of the site.
The flat pathway between the hedges and flower beds was consistently classified well by all classifiers
(Figure 4A–E). All classifiers except for TIN (Figure 4C) showed a significant amount of error when
classifying the hedges and raised flower beds. The pit was characterized by flat vertical walls along
the sides topped with curved ridges connecting them to the ground surface. The vertical walls were
correctly classified by the MCC and MSBF classifiers and were classified moderately well by the TIN
classifier. However, all classifiers misclassified the curved ridge on top (Figure 4A–E). Beneath the
vertical walls were low outlier points created by double bounces within the fountain. These points
were classified relatively well by the MCC and MSBF classifiers, moderately well by the CSF classifier,
and were largely misclassified by the HWRI and TIN classifiers.

Figure 5 provides examples of the outputs of the spatial distribution of error for the road site.
The grass-covered embankment on the upper left section of the site was classified relatively poorly
by the TIN (Figure 5C) and MCC (Figure 5D) classifiers. While the HWRI classifier also produced
a moderate amount of error in this area, it was contained along the upper ridge of the embankment
(Figure 5B). Apart from the embankment, error within this site largely occurred along the edges of the
site with the classification of the fences, roadside cable barriers, and utility poles. Classification of the
utility poles and powerlines was performed poorly by the TIN classifier, whereas the MCC and MSBF
classifiers classified the poles correctly, but misclassified sections of the powerlines. The bases of the
utility poles were misclassified by the CSF and HWRI classifiers. Fences and roadside cable barriers
were largely correctly identified as OT points by the CSF, HWRI, and MSBF classifiers; however,
the bases of the structures were frequently misclassified as ground (Figure 5B). Additionally, outlier
points created by cars driving along the road during the scan were correctly classified by all algorithms.
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5. Discussion

5.1. Parameter Sensitivity Analysis

In general, the two parameters that had the largest impact on classification performance were the
slope and height thresholds. Classifiers that utilize a height threshold parameter use variations in point
height to approximate a ground surface, from which it is then assumed that any points lying above it
are OT points. Conversely, an inter-point slope threshold classifies points as OT if the slope between
neighboring points exceeds a set threshold. In ALS data, where it can be assumed that OT points
will lie at least 0.5 m off the ground [56], a height threshold parameter may indeed be an appropriate
method for GPC. However, in TLS data where OT points can lie mm above the ground, selecting an
appropriate threshold is challenging and often results in the misclassification of low OT points, such as
those in the CSF classification of the four corn sites.

5.2. Ground-Point Classifier Selection

Previous research on the classification of ALS data suggests that while the most appropriate GPC
algorithm will vary depending on the terrain characteristics and OT objects in the site, in general,
surface-based classifiers tend to outperform other methods [35,36]. However, results from this study
have shown that overall, the MSBF classifier (a mathematical morphology and slope-based classifier)
reported the highest classification accuracy (Table 3). A possible explanation for the increased accuracy
of this type of classifier over surface-based classifiers was the increased detail of the ground surfaces
captured by TLS. While ALS data can provide a more consistent coverage of the ground surface
throughout the entire scanned scene, TLS provides a far more detailed characterization of the surface
and the surrounding area [72]. This can be problematic when scanning grassed landscapes as it can
add an unnecessary amount of complexity to the ground surface. Furthermore, Fan et al. [25] noted
that when scanning grass-covered landscapes, the average penetration depth into the grass was only
35–40%. This indicates that the ground captured in TLS scans of grassed landscapes was often actually
a highly complex surface created at somewhat of a midway point between the actual ground surface
and the top of the grass.

Given that surface-based classifiers work by approximating the ground surface by identifying
possible ground points, the increased complexity of the ground surface would make this process more
challenging. Meanwhile, mathematical-morphological/slope-based classifiers, which aim to iteratively
identify and remove OT objects until all that remains is the ground surface, would be relatively
unaffected by this. This could also explain why in the garden site, surface-based classifiers like HWRI,
TIN, and MCC outperformed the MSBF classifier, as this was the only site where the majority of the
ground surface was not covered by grass or short vegetation.

While the MSBF classifier reported the highest overall classification accuracy, a large FP or FN
error reported by other classifiers does not necessarily mean that the resulting DEM will be poor.
Rather, this is determined by the distribution of the error throughout the landscape [33]. For example,
the creation of FP errors where ground point density is high will have a relatively small effect on the
resulting DEM as interpolation will fill in any gaps in the data. However, the creation of FN errors near
the edge of the dataset where point density is low will add a degree of error into the created DEM.

5.3. Analysis of Difficult-to-Classify Terrain and Object Characteristics

The overall classification accuracy combined with the spatial distribution of classification error
has allowed for the identification of several instances where certain types of classifiers tend to perform
poorly. These include the classification of low vegetation, variably sloped terrain, outlier points,
and areas where OT points are captured without ground points beneath.

Low vegetation and low objects have been previously identified as an inherently difficult feature
to classify [35]. Due to their proximity to the ground it can be difficult to distinguish between the end
of the ground surface and the beginning of an OT object. The CSF classifier consistently misclassified
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low vegetation and the base of OT objects. This can largely be attributed to the minimum threshold
for OT point classification being 0.1 m. While this may be an appropriate minimum value for ALS
data where OT points are typically at least 0.5 m from the ground [56], TLS collects data with a much
smaller point spacing (<1 mm compared to 0.2–1 m for airborne systems [22,27]), meaning that OT
points could be collected starting at just mm above the ground. The HWRI similarly misclassified
low vegetation points in the very low corn site and reported an FP error of 0.03% and an FN error of
53.49%. This was likely the result of microtopographical ridges and burrows created in between the
tillage mounds of the field occurring at the same scale as the misclassified vegetation. Pfeifer et al. [73]
noted a similar phenomenon, albeit on a larger scale, when attempting to remove a low-lying building
on the ridge of an embankment. There is typically a trade-off between the production of FP and FN
errors. By parameterizing the classifier to conserve as much ground as possible (as is the case with the
high amount of ground points in the very low corn site), OT points were erroneously included in the
ground classification.

In addition to the difficulty provided by the classification of low vegetation points, the classification
of points on variably sloped terrain poses a similarly large challenge to the GPC process.
Interpolation-based classifiers like HWRI and MCC in particular struggled with the classification of
terrain with variable slopes in the vegetated site, reporting FP errors of 24.09% and 21.15%, respectively
(Table 4). Specifically, the HWRI classifier misclassified an entire section of ground along the steep
slopes and ridges of the vegetated site (Figure 6A), confirming the findings of Lee and Younan [74] that
linear prediction-based classifiers like HWRI frequently fail to classify terrain with steep or variable
slopes. In contrast, the variable terrain of the vegetated site was handled well by the CSF classifier
(Figure 6B). This classifier utilizes an additional post-processing step to identify areas of steep slope
where cloth rigidity alone is not enough to accurately classify a point along the sloped surface [56].
The MSBF classifier also handled the classification of variably sloped terrain well. Typically, classifiers
that implement a static slope threshold like that used by MSBF do not perform well on terrains with
variable slopes as it is difficult to select a single appropriate slope value for an entire dataset [3].
However, the addition of the initial white-top hat transform normalizes any variability in terrain
elevations before the classification begins, allowing for a single-slope threshold to be better applied to
the entire dataset (Figure 6C).

In TLS data, variable sloped terrain can also result in the collection of OT points without any
ground points collected beneath them. While in ALS data, it is often the case that as OT object
density increases, ground point coverage decreases, this scenario is typically handled well as most
classifiers assume that the lowest point in a neighborhood is the ground, regardless of how many points
are collected [35]. However, in TLS, an increasingly oblique scanning angle coupled with variable
terrain and increasing OT object density often captures OT points without any ground points beneath
(e.g., where the top of a distant OT object is visible above a nearer object or ridge that obscures the
ground surface on which the distant object is situated). The CSF and HWRI (Figure 7A) classifiers both
minimized error when classifying OT points of this type in the high corn site.

The HWRI classifier utilizes an above/below surface offset parameter that determines the
weights given to points a certain elevation above or below the approximated surface. Setting a larger
below-surface offset parameter can give these points a smaller weight in the final ground surface
calculation and have them correctly classified as OT. The CSF classifier uses a cloth rigidity function to
better handle steep/variably sloped terrains. Given that this site has a relatively flat ground surface,
by setting the rigidity parameter to high, these points can be easily identified as OT by their sharp
increase in elevation. Conversely, classifiers like the TIN and MSBF (Figure 7B) classified these points
relatively poorly, as both classifiers initialize their classification using the lowest neighborhood minima
points as assumed ground points. The result is that the bottom of the scanned portion of OT objects,
which often lie significantly above the ground, are classified as ground points.

While the collection of OT points without any ground points beneath them poses a challenge
for the GPC process, low outlier points collected beneath the actual ground surface can similarly
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be problematic. High outliers are points that are captured unnaturally high in the scanned scene.
As expected, high outliers were handled well by all classifiers. Conversely, low outliers are erroneous
points that lie below the surface of the scanned scene and are caused by things like double bounce
returns. Figure 8 shows an example of this where double bounces reflecting off the walls of the
drained fountain in the center of the garden site have created low outlier points mimicking the vertical
walls of the fountain. These points were handled well by the MSBF classifier (Figure 8B), whereas
iterative classifiers, like HWRI and TIN, were particularly susceptible to FN errors in this area. The poor
performance of the HWRI classifier can be explained by the initial roughly approximated ground
surface that is created by averaging the elevations of points in the same z-plane. Points that lie below
this surface are then considered to be ground points and are given a larger weight in the proceeding
function, and points that lie above this surface are assumed to be OT points and are given a smaller
weight. Given the high density of outlier points below the actual ground surface in this area and the
large weights that they were assigned, these points skewed the calculation of the final ground surface
to be well below the actual surface, causing the outlier points to be misclassified as ground. Similarly,
the poor performance of the TIN classifier in this area can be attributed to the way it initialized the
iterative interpolation process by creating an initial sparse TIN from the neighborhood minima. In a site
containing low outlier points, these points become the seed points for the initialization of the TIN,
which results in their misclassification as ground points.Remote Sens. 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 22 
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5.4. Point Density Variability

Data thinning was performed to reduce the total amount of points requiring classification. This was
done by restricting the maximum number of points per voxel to 10,000. Although this resulted in
a significant reduction of data points in the highly dense areas nearby the scanner, it did not address
the issue of variable point densities throughout the dataset. Given that point densities were still highly
variable throughout the sites (a 1 m cell could contain anywhere from 30–30,000 points), the results of
the spatial distribution of error were somewhat distorted as total error was overrepresented in cells
near the edges of the site that contain a smaller number of total points.

This can prove problematic for the interpretation of some of the results presented by this research.
For example, while the kappa score for the HWRI classification of the vegetated site indicates a poorly
performed classification, Figure 3B appears to show a well classified site. Similarly, while the kappa score
for the MSBF classification of the vegetated site was only marginally lower than the top classification,
Figure 3E appears to show a poorly performed classification of the site. This was because for the
HWRI classification, error was largely contained to a few relatively small areas in the center of the site
where the point density was high (Figure 3B), whereas for the MSBF classification, error was largely
contained to the edges of the dataset where point density was low (Figure 3E). Additionally, because
point density is directly affected by the distance from the scanner, the point collection distance from
scanner can also be considered a factor directly affecting terrestrial LiDAR GPC accuracy.

6. Conclusions

Current algorithms developed for ALS GPC were tested on TLS data. Existing comparisons
performed on ALS data by Sithole and Vosselman [35] and Meng et al. [36] have shown that while
choosing an appropriate algorithm for GPC will vary by site, in general, surface-based methods
performed the best. Results from our study have shown that while choosing an appropriate algorithm
for performing GPC is still site-specific, in general, mathematical-morphological-based/slope-based
methods, like the MSBF, outperformed surface-based methods. The MSBF classifier reported an overall
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average kappa score of 0.902, whereas the CSF, HWRI, TIN, and MCC methods reported as overall
average kappa scores of 0.796, 0.812, 0.883, and 0.864, respectively. The overall greater classification
accuracy of MSBF was likely owed to the increased complexity of vegetated ground surfaces captured
by TLS. While the MSBF classifier reported the highest overall accuracy, it is important to note that there
were several terrain characteristics and OT object types where other classifiers outperformed the MSBF.
While the CSF classifier performed poorly for the classification of low vegetation, it performed well in
areas where OT points were collected without ground points beneath and areas of steep/variably sloped
terrain. While the HWRI classifier misclassified low outlier points and tended to underrepresent the
ground surface in areas of steep/variably sloped terrain, it also showed promise for the classification of
OT points without ground points beneath. The TIN classifier performed well in the classification of less
complex and flat surfaces while still performing moderately well in the classification of steep/variably
sloped terrain. While the MCC classifier performed poorly for the classification of steep/variably
sloped terrain, the classification of the road site containing both a simple flat ground surface and
a complex vegetated ground surface was performed well.
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